Veneering Techniques and Processes
with Adrian Ferrazzutti
April 8-12, 2019
TOOL LIST:
Utility knife (Olfa, snap off blade type)
9mm Olfa snap off knife
cutting mat
12'' combo square
4'' combo square
Metal ruler or straight edge
Block plane
#7 or longish bench plane to use on edge for edge joints
Card scraper
Cabinet scraper
veneer saw
Small chisels- 1/8'' to 1/2''
Small hammer
Masking tape
Blue painter’s tape
veneer tape
6'' or 8'' mill file

AGENDA:
This is a 5 day work, work, work!! skills building week with students making two project. Instruction and demos will
be given as required depending on the pace of the group. Not all students will progress at the same pace and
one-on-one help will keep everyone moving.
Monday: Introduction to veneering. Half the morning I will talk about choosing veneers, demonstrate making
patterns with veneers and introduce a 4 way match with an inlay and a frieze. The rest of the day students will
work at their bench creating 4 way matched veneered work to their liking. Veneers will cut and joined by hand with
knives and hand planes to make a panel that is 18’’ to 24’’ square.
Tuesday: Students continue work on panel number one, preparing their veneers and core materials. Adrian will
discuss and demonstrate ways to glue and press veneer using several clamping strategies. Adrian will demo
strategies for cutting veneers with power tools.
Wednesday: Adrian will start the morning going over panel number 2, a 24’’ diameter 12 way radial match.
Students will spend the rest of the day creating their own pattern using 12 leaves of consecutive veneer.
Thursday: Continue with veneering the radial match, cutting and fitting a decorative frieze veneer and pressing
the panel.
Friday: Adrian will demonstrate cutting the pressed panel into a circle using the bandsaw and router table, apply
an inlay on a curve and edging. Students will work the rest of the day completing their second panel.
**For images of Adrian's work, follow this link: http://www.ferrazzuttifurniture.com **
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